
 
 
 

 
BODY CREAM 

 

 
 

ORYNOCO Body Cream helps to nourish the skin of your face and body with natural shea 

butter, jojoba, aloe vera, and vitamins, including vitamin E. Its powerful alchemy also 

radiates a beneficial life force energy field. This is due to it being blended by our highly 

skilled alchemists with five of our best alchemy products, those which we call Transition 

State Elements (TSE). These TSE represent an energy bridge between higher states of subtle 

reality and our tangible physical reality. 

  

Our body cream is therefore much more than just an excellent quality natural skin care 

lotion. It’s also able to support your vitality, wellness, rejuvenation and healing on multiple 

levels simultaneously. 

  

We also recommend that you create an intention as to how you would like your body to 

interact with the energetic life force energy information fields in the body cream. Then 

experiment, explore and develop your relationship with what it can help you relieve and re-

balance. 

  

If you’re new to ORYNOCO Conscious Tech you may be wondering how it could work as it 

does. The Body Cream relies on a core technology which is the result of a form of alchemy 

we perform in our lab where we produce it. This technology is our Transition State Elements 

(TSE). You can also make TSE yourself. 

  



We use practical, but somewhat unique laboratory methods such as a form of nano-carbon 

chemical deposition, electrolysis and various field interactions in the production of this core 

Conscious Tech technology. My alchemists also employ a deep knowledge of which fields 

will interact in the way we desire them to. Here at ORYNOCO we all firmly believe that these 

field interactions bring about some quantum state transformations; both energetically and 

in the physical matter that’s involved. These transformations are the key to making our 

Conscious Tech work as it does. 

  

The field interactions that we induce in the TSE alchemy open quantum doorways or 

wormholes between the physical reality and hyper-physical realities. By re-establishing 

these quantum connections between the hyper-physical and physical, we enable pure fresh 

universal energy to flow more freely into matter forms like the skin on our bodies. 

  

We believe this is the potential that ORYNOCO Conscious Tech offers you and which is 

responsible for most of the beneficial effects associated with the use of the Body Cream 

that we have observed and documented over time. 

  

There’s a bit of a further discussion about related matters that you may wish to read in the 

Conscious Tech Concepts section of our Learning Centre. 

 

  

HOW TO USE ORYNOCO BODY CREAM 
 

We recommend applying your body cream by lightly coating the tips of your three fingers 

and then rhythmically tapping, or lightly drumming the cream over the area of the skin to be 

treated. This is instead of rubbing it in as you might usually. 

  

As a general protocol you can use it on your face and neck down to just below the collar 

bone to help open up the energetic pathways in your body through the throat chakra area. 

You can also apply it to any area to help facilitate the body in healing that area, or around 

other chakras and energy centres to help open up energy flows within them. 

 

 

 
 

 

 


